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Abstract 

 In this seminar I start with the progress of our small molecule drug for treating 

Alzheimer’s disease, which is anticipated to enter the Phase I clinical trial at the Q1 of 

2024. I will highlight some major research topics of my lab on the developments and 

applications of computational methodologies for design and discovery of new drugs, 

and for unravelling the molecular mechanisms of biological systems based on 

fundamental physical chemical principles, which are facilitated by biophysical 



experiments, as well as molecular modelling and simulations. I will also describe an 

integrated virtual screening scheme established in our lab, which combines rapid 

docking and deep-learning-based scoring approaches, molecular dynamics 

simulations and adaptive umbrella sampling methods, enabling the screening of very 

large libraries of chemical compounds in a very efficient manner while preserving high 

accuracy.  I will also give some examples that are quite challenging for AI-based 

structure prediction, and our recent efforts to address these difficult topics. Finally, I 

will talk about our recently established automatic laboratory systems with well-

controlled experimental environment and AI robotics for carrying out cell culture. 

virus titration assays, chemical synthesis, and drug testing. 


